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The reference system for the RF and timing starts at the 476MHz Master Oscillator, 
figure 1.   
 

 
Figure 1.  Front end phase and timing reference. 
 
 
The 476MHz RF from the Master Oscillator next passes through a 1440º phase shifter 
which is used to fill different buckets in PEP.  The PEP ring has a local oscillator of 
which the phase and frequency tracks and holds the linac phase and frequency at rate 
of 120Hz.  During the hold time the PEP ring can be unlocked from the linac and the 
linac phase shifted by plus or minus two cycles at 476MHz, figure 2.  It is then relocked, 
track mode, and injection occurs into a different bucket.  This operation causes phase 
and frequency changes throughout the linac phase distribution system.  
 
The 476MHz is divided down to 8.5MHz by the SLC Count Down Chassis.  The Master 
Trigger Generator (MTG) selects the 8.5MHz cycle which occurs just after the 360Hz 3 
phase power line zero crossing and sends out a trigger to the Fiducial trigger generator.  
The MTG can also delay the trigger a pre-selected number of 8.5MHz Damping Ring 
turns.  The Fiducial Generator gets the 360Hz and 8.5MHz locked trigger and generates 
a 476MHz ½ cycle pulse locked to the 476 MHz on the drive line.  This ½ cycle pulse is 
then added to the Main Drive Line (MDL) RF, figure 3, and used for timing throughout 
SLAC. 
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This RF system, figure 1, must have phase noise levels low enough to meet LCLS 
specifications.  The existing Master Oscillators will be replaced with units that meet 
LCLS specifications.  Once the system in running off the existing Master Oscillator we 
can measure phase noise contributions of the next upstream component.  Components 
with excessive phase noise will be sequentially replaced or upgraded to meet the 
specifications.   
 
The list of these components is as follows: 
 
Master Oscillator 
Master Source Phase Shifter 345-803 
Master Source RF Distribution 801-059-02 
Master Source Phase Shifter 801-059-07 
Master Source Master Amplifier 801-059-04 
Fiducial Generator Switch 125-290 
Fiducial Generator 135-903 
 
A more complete schematic of the front end RF/Timing system is in figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 2. Main Drive Line Phase (Degrees 476 MHz) 
2.8mS of 8.33mS (120Hz) cycle will be phase stable. 
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Figure 3.  360Hz Fiducial Relation to the 476MHz and 8.5MHz 
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